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Before You Start
•

The Barton is a stall front kit. It includes welded grillwork (can be cut down for smaller stalls), half swing
gate with yoke, latch and hardware needed for installation.

65” Grillwork for 10’ Stalls
91” Grillwork for 12’ Stalls

Swing Gate with Yoke

Quick Latch

Hinges

SS1 Screw
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5/16” x 1 1/2”
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Stall Front Assembly
4x4 or 6x6 Posts

Install the boards for the bottom section of the stall front.
Installing boards for your stall are at the
discretion of the owner. RAMM has
components available for stall assembly
sold separately. Call 1-800-434-8456 to
talk to a RAMM representative for details.

65” for 10’ Stall
91” for 12’ Stall

46”
Recommended

Fit the grillwork U-channel so it rests over the top board.
Holes in channel should face to the outside of the stall.
Fasten through holes with provided SS1 screws.

SS1 Screw

Only put screws on the front or outside of stall.

Install header board into U-channel in grillwork and secure
to posts.
Fasten grillwork to boards through holes in channels with
SS1 screws provided.
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Gate Attachment
On the inside of the stall, position the gate at
the desired height.
Mark locations of hinge brackets on the post.

Inside of stall

Attach hinge brackets to post with provided 5/16” x 1 1/2”
lag screws.
The small opening in the hinge bracket should be facing up.

5/16” x 1 1/2”

Insert gate into hinge brackets.
Slide washer over the end then secure with locknut.
Do not over tighten. Tighten locknut until gate
swings freely.
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Gate Latch
Position latch bracket on the outside face
of the stall approximately aligned with the
center of the post and center of gate.
Fasten with provided SS1 screws.

Outside of stall

SS1 Screw

Insert hook into latch bracket.
Adjust “quick link” location on chain
until chain is snug when closed.
Make sure lever arm snaps closed
to secure latch.
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